F100 diesel

There isn't much that hasn't been done to the venerable F platform. We've seen them done up
as impractical show trucks, lifted off-road machines, drag trucks, and just about everything in
between. One thing we haven't seen is a nicely patina'd F with vintage commercial wheels, a
slammed stance, and power from a Cummins 4BT turbo diesel engine. Drayton Hales is the
proud owner of the creative pickup, and spent a great deal of time building the truck alongside
his father, James. The father-son duo handled nearly every aspect of the build in their Harrison,
Tennessee, garage, and threw the kitchen sink at this worn and weathered Ford. The project
started in , with a F body and plenty of ideas. Many parts were sourced from other vehicles in an
effort to keep the truck affordable and fun. Drayton and James did just that, and two years of
work resulted in a very cool pickup with lots of personality. Underneath, Drayton and James
boxed the original framerails and began laying out the plans for a unique suspension setup.
Rather than using stock equipment or converting the truck to independent front suspension,
Drayton and James utilized a solid front axle from a 2-ton pickup. The heavy-duty axle is
narrowed and dropped to achieve the appropriate stance and track width for the F body. Parallel
leaf springs attach to the modified axle, while a rack-and-pinion steering setup gets rid of the
sloppy steering box and linkage. Two-ton drum brakes roll on either end of the front axle and
feature a giant six-lug bolt pattern. The wheels started life as two-piece Chevy dump truck
wheels, which originally featured a lock ring. Drayton and James cut out the centers and
machined them to the correct size. Then, they welded new hoops to the centers, which allowed
them to place the backspacing exactly where it needs to be for perfect fitment. Notice the
extreme backspacing in the front wheels to bring the front tires in for plenty of turning
clearance, while the rear wheel centersections are positioned for a deep-dish look. And while
the front suspension is built from hefty 2-ton equipment, it was a no-brainer to stick with
conventional parts for the rearend and suspension. Leaf springs offer the right amount of
cushion for the F, and a 9-inch rearend is a simple solution for putting power to the ground. The
rearend has been narrowed 6 inches overall and features a 2. Underhood is a Cummins 4BT
inline four-cylinder turbo diesel engine, which is all stock, and displaces 3. It features a 60mm
turbocharger that cranks out about 15 pounds of boost, but Drayton has plans of turning it up a
bit in the future. Drayton hasn't dyno-tested the diesel engine yet, but in stock form these
engines crank out about hp at 2, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 1, rpm. More boost and more fuel and
this little diesel should blow black smoke out of the pipe and white smoke from the tires. Behind
the Cummins diesel engine is a General Motors TH automatic transmission, which features a
custom adapter to fit. Drayton and James modified the transmission and also built a custom
driveshaft to hook it all together. As for the body, it was a bit too rough to leave completely
untouched, so they patched the areas that needed it the most. The truck had great patina, with
several layers of weathered paint, so Drayton and James did what they could to preserve it.
Once all of the metalwork was complete, they sprayed the body with Axalta matte clear to
protect the vintage steel and keep the satin look. Drayton retained the original badges and
added a set of West Coast mirrors to add to the commercial truck theme. In the bed, a huge tank
was sliced and fit into a major hump to clear the bigger tires, and it also provides plenty of room
for the exhaust to travel up and over the rearend. When the project was said and done, the
father-son duo put the truck to the test by stretching its legs on a portion of the Hot Rod Power
Tour. The truck did very well and continues to turn lots of heads at local car shows and
cruise-in events in Southeast Tennessee. Close Ad. Tommy Lee Byrd Author. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The seventh generation of the Ford F-Series is a range of trucks
that was produced by Ford from the to model years. The first complete redesign of the F-Series
since , the seventh generation received a completely new chassis and body. Distinguished by
its squarer look and flatter body panels, this generation marked several firsts for the F-Series,
including the introduction of the Ford Blue Oval grille emblem. However, this generation marked
the end of the long-running F, the Ranger trim, sealed-beam headlamps, and would be the final
generation to offer a FlareSide bed with rounded rear fenders. The model line served as the
basis for the eighth and ninth-generation F-Series and the third, fourth, and fifth generations of
the Ford Bronco. Though sharing no body parts, the model line shared mechanical commonality
with the Ford E-series. In , Ford debuted a brand new, redesigned F-Series pickup truck line,
with the goal of maintaining utility while getting better fuel economy than its previous
generation. However, drastic measures were taken in reducing weight, including cutting large
holes in the frame on model year trucks. This was discontinued by for the model year. Model
year â€” trucks had a plain grille with "FORD" spelled across the front of the hood in chrome
lettering, similar to the models of the previous generation. The model year was marked by a
slight but important cosmetic change: â€”86 models had the "FORD" letters above the grille
removed, and a Ford oval placed in the center of the grille, with fewer vertical bars in the grille
itself. This made the the first model year to feature the Blue Oval on the front, a trademark of all

Ford pickups since, with the exception of the â€”present F SVT Raptor. Grille options included a
full chrome grille, a black grille or the standard flat grey plastic grille. The headlight bezels also
came in several color options, ranging from light grey, grey, dark grey, and black; with the latter
two being the most common. Introduced for models, an optional resettable trip meter was
installed on speedometers and the mileage counter was moved to the top of the speedometer as
part of the optional Sport Instrumentation Group. The Sport Instrumentation Group also
included the optional tachometer in the center of the cluster, as well as oil and ammeter gauges.
In models, the upper accent mouldings were moved below the front marker. For , the rear
tailgate moulding on XLT models was updated and previewed the design of the model. This
molding has become increasingly rare and fetches a high price. A cargo light was available as
an option and was included in the Light Group option package. The back of the glove
compartment door featured coin slots and cup depressions to hold cups and food similar to a
food tray on a train. This was a feature only found on this generation and never on later models.
It also showed a diagram with lift points as well as other mechanical information. Sliding rear
windows were optional as well as cargo lights, under-hood lights, and many others. Ford
offered over options for the seventh-generation F-Series. F-Series pickups were available in five
configurations: regular cab or SuperCab extended cab with either 6. For , numerous special
order equipment was offered on all F, 81 model pickup truck with a V6 motor , and models.
These are listed below with their respective descriptions. The seventh-generation F-Series
marked a major transition in the powertrains used by the pickup line. As before, the standard
engine was a carbureted cubic-inch inline For , this was supplemented by a 3. To further boost
fuel efficiency, a downsized cubic-inch version of the Windsor V8 was made an option; it proved
unpopular and was dropped after As Ford streamlined its small-block V8 engine lineup, the M
was replaced by the Windsor. Initially, the largest engine offered was the V8 carried over from
the previous generation; it was available only in F and certain F models. As similar-size engines
were discontinued by General Motors and Chrysler during the late s, the was discontinued after
In , the V8 made its return as the replacement for the on models. The reintroduced was now
externally balanced, like its and Windsor stable mates. Coinciding with the reintroduction of the
big-block , Ford introduced another engine offering for buyers seeking higher-output engines.
Largely a response to General Motors, who had offered diesel-engined pickups since , Ford
produced their first North American diesel F-Series in , while in Argentina the F carried over the
same 3. Rather than develop its own engine as GM had , the 6. The was first offered in 4x4s in
as an option on models. Up until that point, it had never been offered in 4WD models. In , the
Windsor was available with electronic fuel injection as an option on models; a year later, it
became standard an industry first for full-size pickups. The F equipped with the 3-speed manual
transmission was the second-to-last American vehicle to have a column-shifted manual
transmission; it was discontinued after , a year before similar Chevrolet and GMC models. The
heavy duty Ford C6 3-speed automatic transmission, marketed as the "Select-Shift" automatic,
was the standard automatic transmission all years and came paired with most engine options if
ordered. Various transfer cases were used, most built by New Process Gear. NPF cases were
most common. Various Borg-Warner transfer cases were also used. This generation was the
first time Ford used Independent suspension on their full size 4x4 trucks, as well as being the
first time any of the Big Three automobile manufacturers made a 4x4 full size truck without a
solid front axle. From , the rear axle was typically a Ford 9-inch axle , with the Ford 8. The rear
was a Dana 60 until mid when Ford phased out that axle for their own Sterling Dana 60s could
be either full float or semi float and came with a range of gear ratios. Semi float Dana 60s were
either c-clip style, which utilize c-clips to hold the axle shafts in, or pressed in bearings which
held the axles in with a special wheel bearing that bolted to the outer axle housing inside the
brake drum. These were typically used in lighter duty trucks. Up until then, early models were
built with left over materials, making some parts tough to find. These trucks were leaf sprung
and used a single gas shock with no coil springs and radius arms like on the F For the rear axle
the F trucks used a Dana 60 for the single rear wheel trucks and a Dana 70 for the dual rear
wheel trucks until when Ford once again phased in their own Sterling axle. Factory lifts used 2"
blocks on the rear suspension, or 2" front and 4" rear on HD trucks, usually on Fs and higher
trims. Heavier duty Fs could be ordered with 2" blocks. For the first time since , the
medium-duty version of the F-Series F and above were completely redesigned. Adopting design
elements from the heavier Ford L-series conventionals, the medium-duty trucks received a
trapezoidal front grille with lowered front fenders for the first time since Sharing its cab with the
pickup trucks, the medium-duty trucks were offered as a two-door standard cab and as a
four-door crew cab. The medium-duty trucks were offered with two gasoline engine, a 6.
Multiple diesel engines were offered through its production as an option. Initially launched with
the Caterpillar and Detroit Diesel 8. With the exception of powertrain revisions, this generation

of the medium-duty F-Series was produced nearly unchanged for 19 years. For , the "FORD"
lettering was replaced by the Ford Blue Oval emblem among the final Ford vehicles to receive
the change ; for , the hood was restyled with a new grille and turn signals. For the model year,
this generation was replaced by a redesigned medium-duty range, derived from the Ford Super
Duty pickup. Dealers such as Igarreta still provide customized configurations for the trucks,
such as extended cabs and other bodywork. Additionally, the Deutz series engines 4, 5 and 6
cylinder for aftermarket were offered from to for all models, including medium duty trucks. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Main article: Ford F-Series. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford F-series
medium duty truck. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category
Commons. Ford F-Series production models and variants. First generation â€” Second
generation â€” Third generation â€” Fourth generation â€” Fifth generation â€” Sixth generation
â€” Seventh generation â€” Eighth generation â€” Ninth generation â€” Tenth generation â€”
Eleventh generation â€” Twelfth generation â€” Thirteenth generation â€” Fourteenth
generation â€”. First generation â€” Second generation â€” Third generation â€” Fourth
generation â€”. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from October All
articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short description matches
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from April
Articles with unsourced statements from August Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Cuautitlan , Mexico Dearborn, Michigan , U. Kansas City, Missouri , U.
Norfolk, Virginia , U. Paul, Minnesota , U. Wayne, Michigan , U. Regular cab 8' box: Ford F-Series
sixth generation â€” Ford F-Series eighth generation â€” Ford Essex V6. Ford Truck Six Ford
Small Block V8. Ford Cleveland V8. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max.
Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty.
Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. Sure, the engine was junk, the
cab floor was completely gone, the interior was missing, and the bed was trashed, but Matt saw
the pickup as a challenge. With a burned-out Caterpillar skid steer at his disposal, he came up
with a plan to install its four-cylinder CT diesel engine into the F with custom brackets. Rainy
days provided plenty of shop time and led to the development of an engine package that
produces more than three times the power of the stock engine. The turbine spins with the help
of custom exhaust headers connected to a T3 flange. While a factory-fresh CT is rated for just
80 hp and around lb-ft of torque, the new setup is good for an estimated hp and lb-ft. Fitted with
a Hurst Indy shifter, it sends twist to tall 3. The axle is a Ford 9-inch unit equipped with a
limited-slip differential and brakes with all new components. The steering is matched to the ride
height using 2-inch tie-rod drop blocks along with a drag link drop bar. The rear suspension
also uses Atlas springs alongside Monroe shocks, and the rear framerails are C-notched to give
the live axle room to travel. Everything rides on 18x8 Detroit Steel wheels. Since the truck had
no original interior, a battered cab, and a mangled bed, Matt went rogue and rebuilt everything
with custom steel expanded metal panels. The back of the cab is reinforced with riveted panels
that match the Iron Ace Bomber seats. The dash cluster maintains the retro rat-rod theme with a
brushed and spot-welded frame surrounding gauges from a Kenworth truck, controlled by
wiring from Painless Performance. The unique original look of the F was preserved with a
clearcoat applied in the same shop where Matt performed all the work himself. With plenty of
spare parts around his diesel repair shop, Matt was able to construct the FrankenFord monster
to his exact specifications. After performing tons of work during his spare time, Matt has built a
mad creation featuring a modified Caterpillar CT diesel engine. The powerplant makes an
estimated lb-ft of torque and is good for more than 30 mpg, and the pickup surrounding it is
definitely one-of-a-kind. The original engine was trashed, so a Caterpillar CT was transplanted
from a hobbled Cat machine. Leaf springs by Atlas provide a 3-inch drop all around and are
supported with Monroe OESpectrum struts in front and shocks in the rear. The original injectors
were reconditioned and overflowed, and fuel is supplied to the system from a Holley gph lift
pump. A log-style intake manifold was fabricated with individual runners for each cylinder. A
Muncie three-speed manual transmission sends power to 3. The gearing allows the pickup to
achieve more than 30 mpg. Since the original floor of the cab was a lost cause, Matt got creative
with an expanded metal structure of his own design. The floor of the bed was unsalvageable, so
it was cut out and replaced with expanded metal to match the cabin. An Anheuser-Busch beer
keg was repurposed as a diesel fuel cell using brackets welded to the bed. A custom-built 3. A
complete wiring setup by Painless Performance integrates the engine swap with gauges from a
Kenworth semitruck. The original dash cluster was customized to fit the replacement gauges
along with a brushed finish and spot-welding for an industrial look. Iron Ace Bomber Hot Rod

seats match the reinforcement panels in the back of the cabin. The interior features the original
steering wheel, an ammo box as the center console, and a Molson Golden beer tap atop the
extended Hurst Indy Shifter. Tiger Woods 'awake, responsive and recovering' after surgery
following rollover crash. Tiger Woods is recovering from surgery for 'significant orthopaedic'
injuries after car crash. Full screen. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you
purchase something through recommended links in this article. Found the story interesting?
Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN
Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in
a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a new window. Ok, now this
thing is cool! You can see some odd spots, especially towards the bottom of the box sides and
bottom of the passenger door, which worries me thinking of rust. I love the clamshell style hood
on these trucks, our F had that, too. The front bumper was extended and held a vintage Warn
winch but some rascal made off with it so they replaced it with a new winch. I can imagine that
this truck could almost pull over a sequoia with that Cummins diesel, the 4WD, and that winch.
The interior recently got new weather stripping, seat cover, floor mat, and shift knobs. It looks
pretty good in there. This one has a 4-speed manual transmission, of course. The seller
mentions that this engine was put in years ago and it has proved to be a reliable swap. The
brakes and steering and everything else works great, but the speedometer cable needs to be
lengthened and the oil pressure gauge sometimes sticks. What do you think about this
creation? Is cheapskate spelled right? Is it cheap skate? Barn finds readers are harsh on that
sort of thing. If I was still living in the country I would love this for a work horse pickup, not a
daily driver though and 8K would be my top offer. Pickups trucks are just that a truck not a
collectible musclecar so his starting price is higher than what he will get IMHO. I had a Tonka
truck like this when I was a kid got flattened by a Buick Well, here you go. Old truck, newer
power. I have no idea what that stage 1 thing is, geomechs would know. I guess I was surprised
to see the 4 cylinder when I heard diesel. I just figured it would have the 6. For tough jobs, this
would be great, if you were to use it for that. Looks solid underneath, cab mounts were a bad
spot for these. Great find. Hi Seth. A person might want to run a front axle truss and an extra
leaf in each of the front springs to carry a 6 cyl. It seems to me that they weigh in at around lbs.
A much more effective door stop than the stock V8 out of that truckâ€¦. Hi Howard. Lumber
wagon? Maybe a Dodge 1-ton Power Wagon. Well, maybe That was making noise at 60 mph and
it definitely did NOT like 65, but I never ran a tach so I can only guess at the rpm. I might add
that I used to have a chart that listed approximate engine speeds with different axle ratios at
different road speeds. A 4BT3. Like Howard, I was expecting to see the six cylinder version of
this. Powerwise, the original would probably be plenty. However, the diesel is already in there
and will still do the job, albeit a little more slowly. You can get some pretty good ponies out of
that motor but you are very limited to the Bosch VE injection pump. Of course there are those
who LOVE to roll coal. The VE pump can deliver the fuel, but only for a short time. Turning it up
too high will cause it to self-destruct. The camplate and rollers will start to chip from the added
pressure and pretty soon it is grinding its internals to powder. One of these 4-bangers is good
for about The internals of the motor will handle lots more. If you want to get some serious hp
out of this motor you would want to convert it to one with an inline injection pump, preferrably a
P or P That all sounds like poetry! Geomechs, I want to be your apprentice. Help me put a 4BT
into a scout? That may be the reason for only a 4 cyl diesel. What do you diesel guys think top
speed is on this beast? In the middle s, there seemed to be interest in using 4cyl diesels for
conversions, whether a Perkins or a Cummins. Best to know the history of the particular motor
and when it was last rebuilt!! Really talk about DWD or is it DWV i rather have something newer
for 9k unless you had a big ranch to play with this thing. Not sure how safe it is on the road for
everyday use steering does look pretty bad and brakes may need some work also. Not a
speedster but not a slug either. Trying to roughly compare apples to apples with the being 4.
Not my cup of tea but then again this is what makes this country great, is the freedom that
everyone is entitled to his or her opinion. It is a nice looking truck though. Don't post your car
for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe
without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe
later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Ford. Like This?
Get Our Daily Email. Comments Bingo. Does that make me a cheapskate? Did I spell
misspellings right? My heart rate is high. I need a break. I need a brake. OH MY!! Howard A
Member. A six cylinder Cummins would be to heavy without a lot of extra work. Mark S Member.
Hi geomechs 6 cyl. Cumins way in at lbs. What a beast! I have no practical use for it, but man,
that would be so much fun. Certainly a novelty item! Loco Mikado. Scotty Gilbertson Staff.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our
free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily

email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! As a result of their
popularity, the prices have climbed steadily over the past 10 years. This era of trucks is a great
canvas for complete restoration as well as custom jobs. For us, we are looking for a project
vehicle and these are trucks that are on our list. We love seeing some of the newer power plants
in these old trucks and were quite surprise at what was powering this truck that is for sale on
Ebay. The turbocharged versions were available with or so horsepower and around lb-ft of
torque. If you were unlucky enough for a naturally aspirated one, you might have been able to
squeeze 80 horsepower out and about lb-ft of torque. To be completely honest, we had to do a
little bit of digging to find out some information on the engine itself. This is part of the old diesel
engines installed in cars that would blow lots of smoke and heavily contributed to diesel
engines getting a bad rap in the US, but outside of that, we only know they are reliable. As we
conducted our research, we did find quite a few videos, threads and websites dedicated to the
d. We found that many people are using them to convert their older gas engines over to diesels
in the Mercedes cars. But on top of that, people are using them in Jeep Wranglers and there
seemed to be a wide range of other one off conversions. This led us to start thinking. Could thi
best mustang color
vw touareg manual
dual xd1225 wiring harness
s be a great engine for a conversion that no one ever thinks of? Check out this listing. The
original builder seemed to like the d option and did what appears to be a stellar job setting the
truck up. It appears that this is still a good project for someone with some skill and time. The
truck has been torn down pretty far and it sounds like there is a bunch of work still left. We will
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